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What is Data Analytics
Data Analytics (sometimes called Data Mining) is often used to accommodate complex / causal relationships
in a model. This way, an organization can predict the effects of changes in the environment or company
policy.
After this training the participant is able to answer the following questions:
What methods and techniques are there for Data Analytics?
Which organizations benefit from Data Analytics?
When do you apply Data Analytics?
What tools and software can you use?
What are the relationships between the different techniques?
Which project methodology do we have to support Data Analytics?
We will also undertake some Data Analytics ourselves. Therefore, the student is asked to bring along
a laptop with a working copy of Excel.
After the course the participant will be up to date on the latest trends and developments in the field of Data
Analytics.

Who should attend Data Analytics
You're new to the field of data analytics and want to know what data analytics really is and whaty ou can do
with it.
You are for example:
A Young Professional in an IT organization
Just started in a new role in a BI department
An IT professional who is working on a reskil to the Business Intelligence Professional's profession

Prerequisites
There are no specific requirements to participate in this training.

Objectives
After this training, the participant is able to answer the following questions: - What methods and techniques
are there for Data Analytics? - Which organizations benefit from Data Analytics? - When do you use Data
Analytics? - Which tools and software can you use? - What are the relationships between the different
techniques?
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About Capgemini Academy
Capgemini Academy’s professionals offer what people in IT need. Our professionals have a keen
eye for motivation, talent and are aware of specific contexts and circumstances. They move people
to move. Programmes and courses that originate from daily experience of our both didactical and
substantively strong trainers, light a fire within the individual IT professionals.
Real life stories of our professionals’ experience that tell how to solve problems and work with the
people around it, do the rest.
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An organization, like ours, helps people and their organizations day by day to get the best out of
themselves and each other. We prepare them to defy tomorrow’s challenges. We stimulate learning
and curiosity. In order for individual IT professionals and their employers, to build better, longer and
more intensive relationships. For mutual benefit.

